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38.   higher theory of elasticity.
(3rd Tear) .
Continuation of second year work on strength and deflection
of iron including theorem of three moments, etc. Combined stress
and strain. Stresses in Pipes and thick cylinders. Stresses in
long columns. Eccentric loading. Euler's theory concerning
struts, modification due to Ranldne, Gordon and others. Stresses
in rotating discs and shafts. Vibration in shafts. Critical speeds,
Transverse and longitudinal vibration of structure. Deflection
of framed structures by the theory of work.
39.   hydraulics.
Tew).
Theory and design of centrifugal and reciprocating pumps.
Valves and air vessels^ Efficiency of pumps. Methods of lifting
water by animal power. Chief types of simple and series pumps.
Pulsometers. Hydraulic. Bams.
Water wheels, Theory and design of Pelton wheel, of im-
pulse and reaction turbines. Specific speed, best heads and
quantities of water for the use of Pelton wheel. Governing of
turbines. Draught Tubes.
Surge tanks.    Their theory and application.
Calculation of afflux and back water curve. Standing waves.
Application and use of Gould's function. Water hammer.
Hydraulic Transmission of power. — Accumulators. Valves,
Hydraulic mains. Lifts, etc.
Theory of Dimensional Homogeneity. — Theory of dynamic
similarity and use of the coefficient of viscosity. Calculations
for model experiment on Pelton wheels. Hydraulic turbines,
Centrifugal pumps. Sliip resistances. Standing waves and pro-
pellers.
40.   geodesy.
Surveying. — Theory of curves. Curves laid out with the aid
of angular instruments. Curves laid by linear measurements
only, by chords and offsets, and by offsets inside the curve. Com-
pound curves. Division curves. Vertical curves. Curve spiral or
Transition curve. Double centre method for laying out a straight
line, setting out pegs for earth work. Curves with given data to
pass through ruling point. Introduction to spherical Trigono-
metry up to the solution of spherical triangles and the adaptation
of Napier's rules of circular parts.

